
VARA / PALO
RED ORGANIC OAKED  WINE -  V.T. CASTILLA     
VARIETIES
60% Tempranillo + 40% Monastrell
Grapes from harvest 2016, produced in vineyards farmed by small 
proprietors using traditional methods. Located in lands of medium and low 
fertility, they enjoy an exceptional climate which allows the grapes to reach 
their optimal level of ripeness.

ALCOHOALCOHOL   14%

FRENCH OAK INFUSIÓN 
Infusión closure is derived from the same selection and undeInfusión closure is derived from the same selection and undergoes the same 
aging procedures as the rough staves used for manufacturing high quality 
barrels, using French Oak Haute Futaie sessile oak, for complex notes of 
oak accompanying the fruit, an increase in volume with no excessive 
structuring and for preserving balance on the palate. Two to four months 
contact time is generally sufficient for attaining these objectives. In this 
wine, we use Medium Toast for an optimum aromatic complexity, giving 
priority to fruit and roundness on the palate. priority to fruit and roundness on the palate. 

SERVING TEMPERATURE
To be served from 16 to 18 ºC

ORGANOLEPTIC FEATURES
APPEARANCE_ red rubi colour with light purple hints.
AROMA _ powerful and fruity with clear varietal influence, 
excellent crianza aromas and nice toasted ones coming from 
the oak quality.
PPALATE _ ample and soft, fresh and ripe fruit appreciated, 
reminiscent of blackberries and cherries with a cacao touch.

OAK MASTER    wine innovative closure
It provides the perfect and prolonged balance of It provides the perfect and prolonged balance of 
the transfer of selected oak compounds, keeping 
the primary notes of each varietal with the 
complexity of the aromas released by the oak, as 
well as the polymerization obtained by 
continuous and prolonged ceding of oxygen 
through the closure. To obtain optimum 
integration and transfer of compounds to the integration and transfer of compounds to the 
wine, it should be at least 8 weeks from the 
corking for its tasting.

Bio closure
Sugar cane biopolymer body

Aprox Oxigen transmitted per bottle:
· 0’61 mg of O  after 3 months
· 0’82 mg of O  after 6 months
· 1’20 mg of O  after 12 months
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VOLUME
UNITS PER 
CASE

750 ml 6 8,01 Kg 125 150 23 23606 Kg 2260 18102 Kg 3000 24500 Kg

GROSS
WEIGHT
PER CASE

CASES PER
80x120
PALLET

EURO
PALLET

GROSS
WEIGHT

GROSS
WEIGHT

GROSS
WEIGHT

NUMB.OF
CASES

NUMB.OF
CASES

CASES PER
100x120
PALLET

TRUCK 20’ CONTAINER 40’ CONTAINER


